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Abstract—Due to nearly zero leakage power consumption,
non-volatile magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM)
is becoming one of the promising candidates for replacing
conventional volatile memories (e.g. SRAM and DRAM). In
particular, emerging spin-orbit torque (SOT) MRAM is consid-
ered to outperform spin-transfer torque (STT) MRAM due to
its fast switching, separate read/write paths, and lower energy
dissipation. However, the SOT-MRAM technology is still in its
infancy; one key design challenge is that the control of SOT-
MRAM, which involves three terminals, is more complicated
compared with STT-MRAM. In this paper, we propose a novel
MRAM write scheme called PRESCOTT1, where the “1” and
“0” data values can be written into memory cells through the
SOT and STT, respectively. As a result, the write current is
unidirectional rather than bi-directional, which addresses the
control complexity. Using this unidirectional write scheme, we
design a PreSET-based cross-point (CP) MRAM to improve
programing speed, write energy dissipation and storage density
compared to conventional MRAM. Circuit simulation results
demonstrate that our PreSET-based CP MRAM can achieve
around 67.14% average write energy reduction and 50.86%
improvement in programming speed, compared with CP STT-
MRAM.

Index Terms—MRAM, Spin Orbit Torque, Memory Cell,
Cross-Point

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advantage of nearly zero leakage power con-

sumption, the non-volatile memories (NVMs) such as mag-

netoresistive RAM (MRAM), phase change RAM (PCRAM),

and resistive RAM (ReRAM), have emerged as potential

alternatives to conventional memories including cache and

main memory [1] [2]. To date, NVMs have been used to

build NV-processor architecture [3] [4]. Among these NVMs,

spin-transfer torque MRAM (STT-MRAM) is considered as

the most promising universal memory candidate thanks to

its high density, fast operation, low power consumption, and

1In urban dictionary, Prescott is a general term for a man who has amaz-
ingly good looks and a great personality. We envision our proposed techniques
could potentially make the emerging SOT-MRAM to have amazingly better
characteristics than the conventional SOT-MRAM memory cell design.
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Fig. 1. Two types of SOT-MTJ. (a) In-plane-SOT MTJ (i-SOT-MTJ), where
only a Spin Hall Effect (SHE) write current flowing through the Heavy Metal
(HM) switches the magnetization of the Free Layer (FL). (b) Perpendicular
Anisotropy SOT MTJ (p-SOT-MTJ), where an additional magnetic field
(Bext) is required to achieve the deterministic switching together with the
SHE write current.

almost infinite endurance. The interest in STT-MRAM has

increased during the past few years, with industry prototypes

and early demonstrators already available in the market [1]

[5]. Nevertheless, the application potential of STT-MRAM

is limited by some drawbacks including asymmetric write

operation, high write latency and energy overhead.

Recently, SOT-MRAM has been proposed to overcome the

drawbacks of STT-MRAM [6] [7]. Generally, the storage

element of SOT-MRAM consists of a magnetic tunnel junction

(MTJ) above a heavy metal (HM) strip, as shown in Fig. 1.

The key structure of the MTJ is a tunnel barrier sandwiched

between a ferromagnetic reference layer (RL) and a free

layer (FL) contacting to the HM. The relative magnetization

directions of FL and RL can be configured to parallel (P)

or anti-parallel (AP) state, resulting in low or high tunnel

resistance, respectively. A write current flowing through the

HM can generate SOT to switch the FL magnetization with

high speed and low power. The origin of SOT is spin Hall

effect (SHE) [8] or Rashba effect [9], both of which are caused

by spin orbit coupling. The relative ratio of SHE to Rashba

effect is dependent on the device structure, fabrication process,

material type, etc. Here, we assume that the magnetization

switching of SOT-MRAM is dominated by the SHE.
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Fig. 2. The typical 1T1MTJ bit cell for STT-MRAM and 2T1MTJ bit cell for SOT-MRAM. The ISHE represents the write current passing the HM and the
ISTT is the current flowing through MTJ. Here, illustrates the conventional write scheme based on bi-directional current for (a) conventional STT-MRAM,
(b) conventional SOT-MRAM, while (c) shows our proposed unidirectional write scheme (UWS).

The principle of SHE is illustrated in Fig. 1. When a charge

current passes the HM, the strong spin orbit coupling causes

the accumulation of electrons with the opposite spin polariza-

tion directions on both sides. As a result, a pure spin current

is injected into the FL of the MTJ and induce a spin torque

(i.e. SOT) exerted the magnetization. The behaviors of SOT-

driven magnetization dynamics are dependent on the types

of magnetic anisotropy in the MTJ. The in-plane-anisotropy

MTJ (i-MTJ) can be deterministically switched by the SOT if

the anisotropy axis of the FL is collinear to the polarization

direction of SHE-induced spin current, as shown in Fig. 1 (a).

For the perpendicular-anisotropy MTJ (p-MTJ) shown in Fig.

1 (b), the polarization orientation of injected spin current is

vertical to the anisotropy axis of the FL so that a larger spin

torque can be generated to obtain faster magnetization reversal

than the case of the conventional STT. However, an additional

magnetic field is required to achieve deterministic switching.

The presence of magnetic field limits the application of the

SOT p-MTJ in NVMs and logic circuits. Some solutions

have been proposed to avoid the use of the magnetic field.

For example, the structural mirror asymmetry is developed to

replace the magnetic field, but it requires the fabrication of

the wedge film and cannot be applied to the MTJ [10]. Spin-

Hall-assisted STT (SHA-STT) is proposed to eliminate the

incubation delay of the STT to accelerate the magnetization

switching in the absence of the magnetic field [11]. Very

recently, it was demonstrated that the strong SHE can be

induced in the antiferromagnetic materials such as PtMn and

IrMn [12] [13] [14] [15]. Afterwards the experiments verify

the feasibility of generating simultaneously the SOT and the

exchange bias in antiferromagnet/ferromagnet (AFM/FM). In

this way, the external magnetic field is replaced with the

exchange bias and thus the deterministic switching of per-

pendicular magnetization can be achieved. The exchange bias

shows the better scalability and lower cell-to-cell disturbance

compared with the conventional Oersted field. The architecture

presented in this work is expected to be implemented with

AFM-SOT p-MTJ.

The write operation of both conventional STT-MTJ or SOT-

MTJ requires a bidirectional current as shown in Fig. 2(a)

and (b), respectively. In this paper, we propose to write a

three-terminal p-MTJ with two unidirectional write currents:

STT current for P state writing and SOT current for AP state

writing, as shown in 2(c). Based on our unidirectional write

scheme (UWS), the contributions of this paper are listed as

follows:

• Generally, the STT suffers from write asymmetry issue.

The write operation of AP state consumes more energy

and larger delay than that of P state due to lower spin

torque efficiency. Our proposed UWS achieves the write

operation of the AP state with high-efficiency SOT,

improving the write performance.

• Cross-point (CP) architecture can provide ultrahigh den-

sity for MRAM by sharing the driving transistors. How-

ever, the operation of the SOT-MTJ based CP architecture

is significantly influenced by the sneak current, as three

terminals are involved for each cell. Our proposed UWS

scheme allows to implement Preset-based CP MRAM

with the three-terminal MTJ. Simulation results demon-

strate that the proposed CP MRAM achieves higher speed

and lower energy than the STT-based one with small area

overhead.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

section II, we review the design of the SOT-MRAM. Then, the

details of UWS and preset operation are presented in section

III. Next, we introduce the architecture and working principle

of preset-based CP MRAM with three-terminal MTJ in section

IV. Afterwards, the simulation results are demonstrated to

verify the function of the proposed CP MRAM and to evaluate

the performance in section V. Finally, we conclude this work

in section VI.

II. OVERVIEW OF SOT-MTJ BASED MEMORY

Some electrical models of SOT-MTJ have been developed

based on experimental results and spintronic theories [16]

[17] [11] [18]. Those models can be used to evaluate the

performance of SOT-MRAM before fabricating a real device

and chip via the circuit simulation. A number of SOT-MTJ

based memories have been developed to show the advan-

tages in terms of low latency and low energy consumption.

Using SHE-assisted STT-MTJ, E. Eken et al. designed high-

density MRAM by sharing the SHE control transistors. Then a
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Fig. 3. (a) Preset and data-in operations of array structure. (b) Schematic of
pre-charged sensing amplifier (PCSA). Glossary: Bit-Line (BL), Source-Line
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disturbance-free MRAM was also proposed based on the same

device [19]. Y. Seo et al. proposed an area-efficient SOT-RAM

by replacing one access transistor with a Schottky diode [20],

which has achieved 30% and 50% reduction in bit-cell area

compared to the standard STT-MRAM and SOT-MRAM. F.

Oboril et al., L. Chang et al. and Y. Seo et al. evaluated the

advantage of the SOT-MRAM as multi-level cache [6] [21]

[22] with SOT-p-MTJ, SHE-assisted STT-p-MTJ and SOT-

i-MTJ, respectively. Those works concluded that the SOT-

MRAM outperforms STT-MRAM in terms of write speed and

power consumption for the application of cache replacement.

X. Wang et al. built SOT-CAM architecture with multi-bit

match-in-space and single-bit nondestructive self-reference

functionality, which significant reduced the power consump-

tion owing to low leakage current and small stand-on power

[23]. A series of works were focused on SOT-MTJ based logic

circuits as well. K. Kwon et al., M. Kazemi et al., K. Jabeur

et al. and Z. Wang et al. proposed high speed and low power

magnetic flip-flops based on SOT-MTJ [24] [17] [25] [26]. E.

Deng et al., Y. Zhang et al. and M. Chen et al. extended the

SOT-MTJ to the design of full-adder architecture and Domino-

style spin logic [27] [28] [29]. These applications indicated

that the SOT-MTJ also can be used to deign the high-speed

logic replacing the CMOS-based logic with high speed and

low power consumption.

Those works considered the three-terminal SOT-MTJ as the

storage elements in conventional circuits and architectures,

whereas we aim to design high density SOT-MRAM with

CP architecture. For this purpose, we raise a novel write

scheme for three-terminal MTJ and develop preset operation

to improve the write speed, reduce the energy dissipation and

mitigate the sneak current of CP MRAM.

III. PRESET-BASED MRAM WITH UNIDIRECTIONAL

WRITE SCHEME

In this section, we present a novel unidirectional write

scheme (UWS) for the three-terminal SOT-MTJ. The detailed

operations of the bit-cell are demonstrated as well.

A. Unidirectional Write Scheme

The write operation of UWS SOT-MTJ is illustrated in Fig.

2. Compared with the conventional SOT-MTJ, one of the two

write currents flow through the MTJ rather than through the

HM. For achieving the energy-efficient operation, several rules

are set for the UWS SOT-MTJ. First, state “P” of SOT-MTJ is

written by STT current flowing through the MTJ (See ISTT in

Fig. 2 (c)) whereas state “AP” by SHE current passing the HM

(see ISHE in Fig. 2 (c)). This rule mitigates the asymmetry of

STT switching, as writing “P” state consumes lower energy

and spends smaller delay than writing “AP” state in STT-

MTJ. In addition, both ISTT and ISHE are unidirectional,

simplifying the control of the SOT-MTJ. Second, to read this

SOT-MTJ, one small read current should flow through MTJ

and HM (Half or entire).

For the conventional MTJ cell switched by bi-directional

current, the voltage-drop problem of NMOS transistor limits

the write current, especially it becomes more serious with the

scaling CMOS technology [30]. Here, based on our proposed

UWS, a typical 2T-1MTJ memory cell is shown in Fig. 2 (c).

In this memory cell, thanks to the UWS, the NMOS transistors

provide better driving capability and avoid the voltage-drop

problem.

B. Design of Preset-based MRAM

In the conventional SOT-MRAM, two access transistors are

required for each bit cell for the read and write paths. Our

proposed UWS can be used to design preset-based MRAM in

which each bit cell consists of only one access transistor and

one SOT-MTJ. The detailed operation is described as follows.

Write operation: Fig. 3 (a) shows a typical 4-cell structure

of the proposed MRAM. The write operation is achieved by

two stages: the preset and data-in stages. During the preset

stage, the word line (WL) is activated to enable the selected

row. The Selected Source Line (SSL) is connected to VDD
and Source Line (SL) is grounded, the current flows through

the HM in order to PRESET all the bit cells within the selected

row to “AP” state. During the data-in stage, according to the

programed data, same bit cells need to be written into “P”

state. For that, SL and SSL are connected to VDD. For the

programed bit cells, Bit Lines (BLs) are set to ground states.

Two currents flow through the half of HM and the MTJ to

write the “P” states into the MTJs. For the other bit cells, BLs

are set to float states. No current passes MTJs and the state

are left unchanged. In this stage, the voltage between the HM

is balanced to avoid the possible current flowing through the

HM.

Read operation: For the read operation, Sense Amplifiers

(SAs) are connected to the BL, and both SL and SSL are set

to ground. In this case, two read currents flow through the

memory cell and reference cell branches. The storage data is

read out by the comparison of two read currents. Fig. 3 shows

the possible read scheme implemented by the pre-charged

based sense amplifier (PCSA) [31].
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IV. PRESET-BASED CROSS POINT MRAM

Beyond the above 1T1SOT-MTJ MRAM, in this section we

develop a cross-point (CP) MRAM wherein access transistors

are not necessary in memory cells. We present the architecture

and operation of the proposed CP MRAM, then highlight the

mitigation of sneak current.

A. Overview of Preset-Based Cross-Point MRAM

Figure 4 shows the architecture of preset-based CP MRAM

(PreSET-CP MRAM), which is composed of four parts: mem-

ory array, reference array, control transistors and SAs. In

the memory array, MTJs are arranged into a criss-crossing

diagonal pattern in order to balance the read branches. For

controlling directions of the write currents, the drain terminals

of ground-control transistors (GCT) and data-in-control tran-

sistors (DICT) are always grounded, while the source terminals

of source-control transistors (SCT) are connected to VDD or

VDD/2, respectively. In the reference array, Read-Enable-odd

(RE O) and Read-Enable-even (RE E) are used to control the

read operation of odd row and even row, respectively. Here,

SA is designed based on the PCSA structure shown in 3 (b).
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to write “P” state depending on the input data pattern. (d) The burst read
operation.

B. The Operation of PreSET-CP MRAM

The architecture of the proposed PreSET-CP MRAM en-

ables preset-based write operation through the SOT. In addi-

tion, based on criss-crossing diagonal pattern, the burst read

operation is employed for mitigating the sneak current of the

PreSET-CP MRAM. The detailed operations are shown as

follows.

Preset-Based write operation for CP MRAM: Based on

the proposed UWS for three-terminal SOT-MTJ, the preset-

based write operation is designed for our CP MRAM. The

preset stage of a word in CP architecture is illustrated by Fig.

5 (a). The D0 and UC0 are activated so that the currents

flow through the HM of each memory cell. The preset value

(“AP” state) is programmed to the memory cell by the SOT.

The data-in stage is shown in Fig. 5 (b) and (c). The source-

control transistors U0 and D0 are activated to provide two

equal voltages for SL and SSL, in this case no net current

flows through the HM and SOT is avoided. At the same time,

in Fig. 5 (b) both DI0 and DI1 are grounded, and two currents

flow through the half HM and MTJ in order that the “P” state

is programed to the two memory cells, whereas in Fig. 5 (c)

only DI0 is activated so that the “P” state is programed to one

cell while the other cell is left unchanged. The data-in stage

suffers from the sneak current since there are float points in

the array structure. Our solution is to set the SL and SSL of

unselected word to V/2.

Burst Read operation for CP MRAM: For the read

operation, a burst read scheme is designed for CP MRAM, as

shown in Fig. 5 (d). Both the source-transistors controlled by

U0 and D0, and data-in transistors controlled by DI0 and DI1

are deactivated, in the meantime, the transistors controlled by

UC0 and DC0 are activated. The sense currents flow through

the MTJ and two half-HM. For read operation of the odd
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TABLE I
SOT-MTJ COMPACT MODEL PARAMETERS

Parameter Description PMA MTJ SOT
α Gilbert damping constant 0.05

TMR0 TMR ratio under zero biased 1.2
tF Free layer thickness (nm) 0.7
η Spin hall angle 0.3

Area MTJ area (nm2) π
4
× 60× 60

P Spin polarization 0.62
l,w,d Heavy metal dimensions (nm) 60, 70, 3
Ms Saturation magnetization (Am−1) 1× 106

Heff Effective anisotropy field (Am−1) 200060
Bext External magnetic field (mT) 48

E Thermal stability factor 60.09

and even word are enabled by the RE O and the RE E,

respectively (see Fig. 4). In read stage, the SAs are firstly pre-

charged and then burst discharged via reference and memory

cells. There are several advantages for this arrangement: First,

the leakage current on the transistors of two branches of each

SA are balanced. Second, a simple reference array structure

can be achieved. Third, the burst read scheme provides a

parallel sensing for CP MRAM, mitigating the sneak current.

C. Consideration for Mitigating the Sneak Current

The sneak current is a key issue in the CP architecture since

it increases the energy dissipation and causes read and write

errors. Here, we emphasize the approach of mitigating the

sneak current to show the benefits of our proposed UWS for

PreSET-CP MRAM architecture.

For the selected word, the sneak current is absolutely

avoided during the preset-based stage due to parallel writing

for the entire row and isolation from other words. During the

data-in stage, the small sneak current is caused by the float

point. However, it is relieved by the fact that no net current

pass through the HM. The parallel sensing reduces the sneak

current significantly and mitigates influence of the leakage

current. For the unselected word, the V/2 compensation can be

used to decrease the sneak current efficiently in the CP MRAM

as well. Furthermore, the size of the data-in control transistor

can be set to be relative small in order to limit the impact of

parasitic capacitance. Therefore, lower energy dissipation and

higher stability of CP MRAM architecture can be achieved

based on our proposed preset-operation.

V. CIRCUIT SIMULATION AND ANALYSES

In this section, the electrical model for UWS SOT-p-MTJ is

developed to verify the write and read operations of the UWS

based memory cell and preset-based CP MRAM (PreSET-CP

MRAM). Afterwards, the cell area, the energy dissipation and

the write speed of the proposed CP MRAM are analyzed based

on simulation results.

A. Electrical SOT-MTJ Model and Simulation Configuration

To reveal the behavior of our proposed UWS SOT-MTJ,

we program an electrical-compact model using Verilog-A. The

magnetization dynamics in the FL of the p-SOT-MTJ is de-

scribed via solving a modified Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG)
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Fig. 6. The simulation results based on our developed electrical model of
three-terminal MTJ. VM1 and VM2 are the voltage applied to the gate of M1
and M2, respectively (see Fig. 2). mz is the z-component of the normalized
magnetization of the FL, voltage “1” and “-1” represent the “P” and “AP”
states, respectively.

equation, with both the roles of STT and SHE considered.

Fig. 1 (b) shows the structure of the SOT-MTJ model. The

parameters of the SOT-p-MTJ are listed in table I.
The circuit simulations are performed with CMOS 40nm

design kit [32] and the UWS SOT-MTJ electrical model on Ca-

dence platform. We employ the p-STT-MTJ-based CP MRAM

(STT-CP) as baseline, in which the MTJ technology is the

same as that of PreSET-CP MRAM. Note that, the CP MRAM

with conventional SOT-MTJ is not available since the sneak

current flows through HM and induces huge disturbances on

write or read operation2.

We define the “AP” state of SOT-MTJ as logic “0” and the

“P” state as “1”. We build a 4×4 memory array to validate the

function of PreSET-CP MRAM and simulate an 8×8 memory

array to analyze the performance of PreSET-CP MRAM. The

detailed simulation waveform and numerical results are shown

as follows.

B. Functional Validation for CP MRAM

Based on the memory cell shown in Fig. 2 (c), we verify the

operation for our proposed UWS SOT-MTJ. The simulation

result of the UWS SOT-MTJ is illustrated in Fig. 6. The UWS

SOT-MTJ is switched from the “P” state to “AP” state by

activating the VM1 with 0.8ns ISHE write pulse. After that,

the VM2 is turned on to provide ISTT so that the MTJ is

programed to “P” state with around 1.6ns latency.

To validate the function of the PreSET-CP MRAM, a series

of operations is executed on a 4 × 4 memory array. The

corresponding result is illustrated in Fig. 7. We set the initial

value of the selected word to [1111]. Firstly, the burst read

operation is verified through the simulation. Next, data [0000]

is written during the preset stage and the expected value

[1010] is programmed during the data-in stage. Finally, the

read operation is performed again to validate the successful

2There are three possible scenario for the connection among the BL, SL
and SSL. Only in our proposed CP architecture can mitigate sneak current
thanks to the preset-based operation and parallel sensing scheme which cannot
be implemented by another two scenarios.
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programing. In the figure, the read enable (RE) signal is

used to control the operation mode. ST0-ST3 represent the

magnetization states of C0-C3 shown in Fig. 4 and O0-O3 are

the output signals of SA.

C. Performance Analysis for CP MRAM

For the performance evaluation, we build memory-array

architecture which includes decoder, SAs, write driver, and

control module, as shown in Fig. 8 (a). To program one word,

the word is selected by the decoder and preset by the CTRL

module. The write driver (WD) can enable or disable the STT

write current depending on the input data during data-in stage.

We assume that the size of a word is N and the number

of value “1” in the word is n. Two periods are required to

complete the programming of the entire word, as demonstrated

in Fig. 8 (b). The architecture of STT-CP is similar to [33],

except for replacing the i-MTJ with p-MTJ and adding the

(V/2) voltage compensation on the word line. For the STT-

CP, the data programming is achieved by two periods as well.

The area of the proposed UWS SOT-MTJ is mainly de-

termined by the transistor size since MTJs can be fabricated

above CMOS transistors. The estimation of cell area in CP

MRAM follows equation (1), where ASA, ADI , Ang and

Aps are the areas of SA, data-in transistor, NMOS ground

transistor and PMOS source transistor, respectively. The NBL

and NW are the number of BLs and words of the memory

array, respectively. Here, in order to meet the functional

requirements, we set ASA = 160F2, ADI = 5F2, Ang = 15F2,

Aps = 30F2, where F is the feature size of CMOS technology.

PreSet(N bits） Data-In (n bits)
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Fig. 8. (a) The overall architecture of proposed CP-MRAM. (b) The
programming period consists of preset-stage for N bit-cells setting and data-in
stage for n bit-cells programming. Glossary: control module (Ctrl), N is the
word size and n represents the number of bit-cells to be written into “1”.
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Fig. 9. The comparison of cell area between STT-CP and PreSET-CP as a
function of the number of words. The number of BLs is fixed. As the number
of words is increased, the cell area becomes constant.

Acp =
(ASA

2 +ADI)×NBL + 2(Ang +Aps + 2)×NW

NBL ×NW
(1)

Figure 9 shows the comparison of the cell area between the

PreSET-CP MRAM and STT-CP. The memory cell of STT-

CP is larger than PreSET-CP MRAM since STT-MTJ based

memory cell requires larger source-transistor for writing “AP”

state. With the number of words increasing, the cell area is

close to a constant which are around 13F2 and 11F2 for ASTT

and ASOT , respectively.

To analyze the energy dissipation and programing speed per

word, we set the word size N = 8, and design the write data

pattern DPn (n represents the number of “1”). The energy of

our proposed SOT-MTJ based CP MRAM includes two parts:

preset energy and data-in energy. For data-in stage, the energy

dissipation is only caused by the operation of writing “1”.

Therefore, the total energy is only dependent written on the
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number of written “1”. An extreme example is writing DP0

which only consume preset energy. The programming energy

can be estimated by (2), where Eword, ESET , EDI , N and

n are energy per word, the preset energy per memory cell

(0.1pJ), data-in energy (1.28pJ) per memory cell, the number

of bits in one word, the number of data “1” in the word,

respectively. 3

Eword = ESET ×N + EDI × n (2)

Our proposed PreSET-CP MRAM outperforms the STT-CP

counterpart both in energy dissipation and programming delay,

as shown in Fig. 10. In the case of writing DP0, STT-CP

MRAM consumes significant energy dissipation and incurs

huge delay since the writing of “AP” state is very inefficient.

In contrast, for the proposed PreSET-CP MRAM the “AP” is

written through the more efficient SOT-based preset operation.

With the number of “1” increasing, the energy dissipation

of PreSET-CP MRAM (ESOT ) shows a slight increase since

more data “1” is needed in data-in stage. However, as less

data “0” is written, the energy in STT-CP decreases rapidly.

Nevertheless, our proposed CP MRAM is still superior to the

STT-CP MRAM as the sneak current is totally avoided during

preset stage.

For the energy, there is a small difference between the cal-

culation and simulation of the proposed PreSET-CP MRAM,

which is caused by sneak current and wire resistance (see black

and red dotted line). For writing DP8, the energy of PreSET-

CP MRAM and STT-CP are 2.83pJ and 2.63pJ, respectively.

The average energy dissipation is described in equation (3).

Here, Eaverage, Pi, Ei and N represent the average energy

dissipation, probability of programing “1”, the energy for

various DP and the word size, respectively. Based on Fig. 10,

the average writing energy dissipation of the word in STT-CP

is about 6.29pJ, whereas it is nearly 2.07pJ in our proposed

PreSET-CP MRAM, with around 67.14% energy saved.

3These data are obtained from the single-cell simulation.
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Fig. 11. The influence of the asymmetry of STT switching on the energy
dissipation.

Eaverage =
N∑

i=0

PiEi;withPi = C(N, i)
1

2N
(3)

For the programming delay, the PreSET-CP MRAM stay at

2ns except for the case of DP0, however, the STT-CP MRAM

shows a considerable wide range with the DP. The calculation

of the average programming delay can be calculated based on

the principle similar to equation (3). The average reduction

of programing delay for PreSET-CP MRAM is nearly 50.86%

compared with STT-CP MRAM, as the writing of “AP” is

achieved by SOT in our proposed PreSET-CP MRAM rather

than the inefficient STT in STT-CP MRAM.

D. Impact of STT Asymmetry

The performance of STT-MRAM is also influenced by the

asymmetry of STT switching between “AP” and “P” states.

The extent of asymmetry is evaluated by a factor shown in

equation (4) [34], where ε, Λ and P are the STT efficiency,

asymmetry factor and Spin Polarization, respectively, m and

mp are the magnetization of the FL and RL, respectively.

ε =
PΛ2

(Λ2 + 1) + (Λ2 − 1)(m ·mp)
(4)

The results of energy comparison are illustrated in Fig. 11,

where Λ are set to 1.1, 1.3 and 1.5. In these three cases, the

average energy dissipation of PreSET-CP MRAM are smaller

than that in the STT-CP counterpart. The preset stage of

our proposed PreSET-CP MRAM is not influenced by the

asymmetry factor, resulting in a weak dependence of energy

dissipation on the Λ. Therefore, compared with the STT-CP

MRAM, the PreSET-CP MRAM is energy-efficient design

regardless of the STT asymmetry thanks to the preset-based

operation.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a novel UWS for the three-terminal

MTJ. Based on this scheme, the MTJ is switched to AP
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and P states with SHE and STT write currents, respectively.

Benefiting from the proposed UWS, we designed a PreSET-

based CP MRAM and proved its advantages of storage den-

sity, programing speed and write energy dissipation over the

conventional STT-CP MRAM. Transient simulation was per-

formed to validate the function and analyzed the performance

of the proposed CP MRAM. Based from simulation results, the

average energy saving and programming speed were improved

by nearly 67.14% and 50.86%, respectively.
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